DISRUPTING BIAS AND
CREATING A MORE
INCLUSIVE HIRING PROCESS

Five tips for hiring managers
One of the key areas of focus in our commitment to fostering greater Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion at Altis.Excel is, of course, the workplace. After all, recruiting, hiring and supporting a
diverse workforce bolsters our communities, boosts productivity and builds our economy.
Over the past year, we’ve been more intentional about reducing systemic barriers to employment
by incorporating DEI into every step of our recruitment and hiring process—both to build our own
team and when working with our clients.

Getting started: Recognizing unconscious bias
To build a diverse workforce, you need to build DEI competencies in the people responsible for
sourcing and hiring talented, qualified candidates: your leaders and hiring managers.
A key first step is teaching them about unconscious bias—preconceived notions that can have a
serious impact on hiring decisions, sometimes even resulting in screening out the best person for
the job.
Raising awareness about biases among our leaders and hiring managers has led to a more
inclusive hiring and recruitment process at Altis.Excel, helping us surface the most talented,
qualified candidates when building diverse slates for our clients (and building our own teams).
Once we present a diverse slate of candidates, it’s up to the client’s hiring manager to make the
final decision. How can you ensure your leaders and hiring managers are taking diversity into
account during the hiring process? The following are some helpful tips.

Five tips for recognizing and disrupting bias in the hiring process
1. IDENTIFY UNCONSCIOUS BIASES AND KEEP THEM
TOP OF MIND DURING THE INTERVIEW
Take Harvard University’s Implicit Association Test, a free
online assessment that uncovers unconscious biases.
Then, keep these biases top of mind when interviewing
candidates from marginalized or underrepresented groups
(i.e., women, visibly diverse talent, Indigenous peoples,
candidates with a disability, etc.).

2. REVIEW AND STICK TO THE JOB REQUIREMENTS
SHARED WITH YOUR RECRUITMENT CONSULTANT
AND CLEARLY DEFINE WHAT “RIGHT FIT” MEANS FOR
YOU AND THE ORGANIZATION
Adhering to the set criteria for the job will help you focus
on the skills, competencies and knowledge required for the
role. And defining what “right fit” means before the
interview will also ensure that you remove any criteria that
may exclude a candidate for reasons not related to the
role. Example: If the role requires accounting expertise, and
does not entail speaking with customers, focus on
accounting, rather than language skills. And when it comes
to fit, it’s understandable that candidates need to share
your enthusiasm for your company’s mission, but they
don’t need to share your team’s passion for Friday
afternoon beers to be successful in the role.

3. ASK EACH CANDIDATE YOU INTERVIEW THE SAME
SET OF STANDARDIZED QUESTIONS
By asking each candidate the same set of questions, you
can minimize bias and ensure you are focusing on the skills,
abilities and knowledge that have a direct impact on the
candidate’s ability to perform in the role. This consistency
also ensures you do not eliminate a candidate who wasn’t
given the opportunity to describe certain skills that are
essential for the role.

THE FOUR MOST COMMON
UNCONSCIOUS BIASES IN
THE RECRUITMENT AND
SELECTION PROCESS ARE:

Affinity Bias:
Gravitating toward people like
yourself (i.e., same race,
gender, age, etc.)

Confirmation Bias:
Looking for information that
confirms your existing beliefs
(e.g., trying to validate that a
candidate without Canadian
experience is less competent)

Performance Bias

Overestimating the
performance of high-status
individuals (e.g., white males)
while underestimating the
performance of people from
lower-status groups (i.e., BIPOC
women)

Beauty Bias:

Judging people, especially
women, based on how
attractive you think they are,
and treating those you find
attractive more favourably

4. BE OPEN MINDED WHEN INTERVIEWING CANDIDATES FROM MARGINALIZED
OR UNDERREPRESENTED GROUPS
During interviews with these candidates, listen actively and take time to hear their stories,
trying to learn as much about them as possible. Examples: When interviewing a candidate
whose disability results in slower speech or a stutter, instead of stopping or correcting
them, or finishing their sentence, give them the time to finish what they’re saying. And
when interviewing Indigenous candidates, it’s important to note that some Indigenous
accents can make it seem like the candidate is hesitant or lacks interest. However, it’s
more likely that they are being thoughtful in responding to the interview questions.

5. PAUSE REGULARLY AND QUESTION YOUR OWN ASSUMPTIONS
When interviewing candidates, ask yourself: “Would I feel the same way if the candidate
were from a different group?” Consider whether you are feeling a connection to the
candidate because they remind you of yourself (also known as affinity bias), possibly
because they went to the same school as you or like the same sports team as you. If the
answer is yes, ask yourself whether these similarities would actually help the candidate be
successful in the role. The answer is usually no.

Questions? Comments?

We’d love to hear from you. Please send all feedback to diversity@altisrecruitment.com.

Where Diverse Talent Meets Opportunity

Canadian staffing leaders since 1989, our talent is finding the best people to fuel your success. And finding
diverse talent is only the first step. Beyond making initial introductions, we also share helpful research, resources
and tools with clients and candidates alike because a win for one is a win for us all.
The key is making sure everyone has the same chance of winning.
We recognize that BIPOC Canadians face systemic barriers to meaningful employment, which is one of the most
important drivers of equality. We are committed to intentionally recruiting, advocating for, and including diverse
talent — exceptional candidates who reflect the communities where we live and work — for all client requirements.
By connecting you to top talent, and setting each candidate up for success, we're building communities and
careers worth celebrating. And having a lot of fun doing it.

